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The presence of light (mA  106 eV) scalar fields in the early universe can modify the cosmology of
neutrinos considerably by allowing their masses to vary on cosmological times. In this paper, we consider
the effect of Planck-suppressed couplings of this scalar to electrons and show that such couplings easily
can make new sterile states thermally inaccessible in the early universe, preserving the successes of big
bang nucleosynthesis predictions. We consider the circumstances under which these effects give the
proper initial conditions for recently considered models of neutrino dark energy, and consider limits from
tests of the equivalence principle. The parameters which satisfy cosmological constraints naturally give
rise to interesting signals in terrestrial neutrino oscillation experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most exciting discoveries in recent years has
been the demonstration of the existence of neutrino oscil-
lations. The angular flavor dependence of atmospheric 
neutrinos [1] gave solid evidence to the phenomenon,
which was followed up by controlled terrestrial experi-
ments, such as K2K [2] and KamLAND [3]. This, together
with the SNO results [4], has now solidly established
neutrino oscillations as the explanation of the long stand-
ing solar neutrino problem[5–9].
However, many questions remain. Namely, what is the
origin of neutrino mass and what sets the scale? Are they
Dirac or are they Majorana in nature? What is the impact of
neutrino mass on cosmology?
One exciting possibility is that neutrino mass is associ-
ated with a new, light, scalar field. This is quite reasonable,
given that other fundamental fermions have mass arising
from the Higgs boson, and that radiative corrections to the
mass of such a scalar can be controlled [10]. New scalar
forces for neutrinos have been considered for many years
[11,12]. It has been shown that such a field could be the
source of all neutrino mass within matter [13]. Ad-
ditionally, others have considered the possibility that a
slowly rolling scalar field with mass 1033 eV might
change the mass of neutrinos on Hubble times [14], possi-
bly impacting questions of leptogenesis [15].
Recently, it has been proposed that the dark energy
might arise due to interactions between relic neutrinos
[10]. Here, no Hubble mass particles need be invoked,
but rather particles with masses in the range 106 eV–
108 eV. More recently, supersymmetric models have
been presented as a means to provide theories where all
masses and couplings take on natural values [16]. (See also
[17] for an alternative supersymmetric model.) One excit-
ing possibility is that these new forces might allow us to
test dark energy in neutrino oscillation experiments arising
from medium dependent mass values [18]. Studies show
that there is still a great deal of room within neutrino
experiments for such effects [19], with some studies argu-
ing for possibly interesting effects on solar neutrinos
[20,21].
A. The early universe problem of sterile neutrinos
Models of this sort almost always involve the presence
of a singlet neutrino, which, at present times, for natural-
ness reasons, has a mass of OeV. The introduction of
such a particle forces us to consider the early universe
behavior of the theory, as such a neutrino is generally
populated in the early universe, leading to severe con-
straints from big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) [22].
Moreover, the neutrino models of dark energy require
that the relic neutrinos be mass eigenstates, not interaction
eigenstates, which raises another question of initial
conditions.
In this letter, we shall see that the presence of a new
neutrino scalar force, coupled with near-gravitational
strength to matter, can allow a resolution of the BBN
constraints on sterile neutrinos by changing the mass pa-
rameters in the early universe so as to prevent oscillations.
We shall also see that the evolution of this setup naturally
yields the late time universe as populated with mass eigen-
state neutrinos, providing suitable initial conditions for
neutrino dark energy.
II. NEUTRINO SCALAR FORCES
The simplest means of generating a new force for neu-
trinos is by the inclusion of a new, singlet neutrino and an
associated Yukawa force.
 L  mDn Ann V0A; (1)
where  is the standard model left-handed neutrino, n is a
sterile neutrino, and A is the scalar acceleron field.
If the relic neutrinos are in the light mass eigenstate, and
the vev is large, hAi  mD, then there is a contribution
to the effective potential of the acceleron at late times. (The
situation with mD  hAi has been studied in [16]. Since
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we are focused on the early universe properties of the
theory, we will always employ the large hAi approxima-
tion.) The contribution is
 Veff  n m
2
D
A
; (2)
for nonrelativistic neutrinos and
 Veff  T
2m4D
242A2
(3)
for a thermal background, both of which will drive A to
large values, in order to minimize the energy of the neu-
trino background.
However, in the early universe, thermal scatterings pro-
duce interaction eigenstates, not mass eigenstates, as long
as the sterile state is light enough to be produced (i.e.,
A  mn < T). We must ask the question: assuming the
background neutrinos are presently in mass eigenstates, at
what temperature would the sterile state become thermally
accessible? This was studied in [10] in the case that
V0A  4 logA=A0 and there it was found that
AT> T. However, we would like to explore theories
with quadratic potentials, both because quadratic poten-
tials are very generic, and because this is the form of the
potential in the recently proposed hybrid models of neu-
trino dark energy.
Thus, we take a potential V0A  m2AA2=2, and find
the background value of the acceleron field
 A 

T
mA
s
mD
121=4
: (4)
For A> T, we find m2D=

12
p
mA > T. Since mA 
mD by naturalness arguments [16], the effects of relativ-
istic neutrinos are generally insufficient to keep the sterile
neutrino out of the effective theory at temperatures relevant
for BBN.
In order to have a background of mass eigenstate neu-
trinos, and to prevent the thermalization of the sterile
states, we must have either decohering scatterings out of
equilibrium, such as at T <MeV, or A> T, so that the
heavy state cannot be produced by such scatterings. As we
have found that the latter condition cannot be maintained
by neutrinos alone, we are prompted to consider other
contributions to the effective potential in the early
universe.
This is the central point of this paper: couplings between
the acceleron field and electrons can induce a large A vev
in the early universe. As a consequence, neutrinos pro-
duced will not be interaction eigenstates, but rather mass
eigenstates, as the heavier (nearly) sterile state will be
thermally inaccessible. Until after BBN, when the neutri-
nos have decoupled from the thermal bath, the sterile
neutrinos will not be produced. After BBN, interaction
rates are small, so although the sterile states are thermally
accessible, there are no decohering interactions, so that the
neutrinos remain in the light mass eigenstate.
A. Matter effects and the early universe
Neutrinos are unique, in that they can feel the effects of
A through mixing to light states. In contrast, no other
fermion in the standard model can mix with a gauge
singlet, even after electroweak symmetry breaking.
However, higher dimensional couplings between A and
these other fermions are not only allowed, they are natu-
rally to be expected from Planck-scale physics. At tem-
peratures near T  1 MeV, only electrons are still in
equilibrium, and so we consider couplings of the form
 L  me

1 eA
MPl

eler: (5)
Such a term would arise from the higher dimension
operator eyeAheler=MPl where h is the standard model
Higgs field. This is precisely the sort of operator consid-
ered in [13,18,19], which lead to new matter effects in
neutrino oscillations.
One might think that interactions at this strength (com-
parable to gravitational), may not have significant effects
on the phenomenology of neutrino oscillations in the early
universe. However, due to the enhancement of the high
temperature, there can easily be an important correction to
the free energy of the acceleron field,
 FA  ge T
4
22
I

meA
T

; (6)
where
 Iz  
Z 1
0
dyy2 log1 e

y2z2
p
; (7)
and ge  4 is the number of degrees of freedom in a Dirac
electron. At high temperatures (T  me), this simplifies
considerably, yielding a total potential
 V  T
2m2e
12

1 e AMPl

2  T
2m2A
24
m
2
A
2
A2: (8)
The minimum of the thermal effective potential is at
 A  m
2
eT2e
6m2AMPl
 3 MeVe

T
1 MeV

2

106 eV
mA

2
:
(9)
Note that standard model matter effects do not enter in this
result. We comment on this in the appendix.
To satisfy BBN constraints, we need to ensure that only
one state is thermalized. As we have previously stated, this
is most straightforwardly achieved by the requirement that
the heavy state is thermally inaccessible when electron
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annihilation to neutrinos is still in equilibrium, i.e.,
ATann> Tann. (There are additionally effects from
standard model interactions to the neutrino propagation,
but these are negligible compared to the MaVaN effects in
our scenario. We point the reader to the appendix for
details.) If we additionally want to produce the proper
initial conditions for neutrino dark energy, the heavy state
must be inaccessible until after all scatterings have ceased,
that is, ATscat> Tscat, which results in the requirement
that
 3e

T
MeV

106 eV
mA

2
* 1: (10)
The annihilation process a a $ ee freezes out at Te 	
3:2 MeV and T 	 5:3 [22]. The scattering process
ae $ ae freezes out at 1.4 MeV.
However, the coupling to electrons cannot be arbitrarily
large. Such a field generates a Yukawa potential between
two atoms of the form
 Vr  Z1Z2Gnm
2
e
2
e
4r
emAr: (11)
e must be small enough to be consistent with tests of the
gravitational inverse square law and equivalence principle
violation limits, as the force couples to lepton number L
(or, equivalently, Z). These limits are typically quoted in
terms of the parameter , which in our system is
   
2
em2e
4m2u
; (12)
where mu is the atomic mass unit.
For a force in the range mA ’ 107 eV, equivalence
principle tests yield the tightest constraint,  & 106:5 or
 e & 4: (13)
This limit is roughly constant with masses down to about
1012 eV. Slightly heavier accelerons (mA > 106 eV)
have weaker limits on e, which are ultimately dominated
by inverse square law experiments at above 105 eV.
Since the A expectation value in the early universe drops
like m2A, these heavier accelerons tend to have signifi-
cantly smaller expectation values in spite of the larger
allowed values of e. Note that we have ignored the
possibility of chameleon effects [23–25], which could
weaken the limits. Regardless, within these constraints,
Eq. (10) is easily satisfied for T MeV.
Hence we see that even very weak (Planck-scale) inter-
actions with electrons can drive the acceleron to large
values, preventing the thermalization of sterile neutrinos
in the early universe, and leaving the background neutrinos
as mass eigenstates at late times.
B. Naturalness
The recent SUSY hybrid models have given a set of
models where the neutrino dark energy has all mass pa-
rameters of their technically natural size [16]. It is impor-
tant to consider whether the scenario described here can be
satisfied in the context of a natural model.
In these models, one can calculate the quantum correc-
tions to the acceleron mass explicitly. Because the loops
involve light fields, the masses run all the way from the
weak scale to the neutrino mass scale, where the natural
size of the acceleron mass is m2A  2m2D. At these inter-
mediate temperatures, the natural value is m2A  2m2D=3.
Expressing the previous limit with the replacement m2A 
2m2D=3, the earlier limit reads
 
103e


T
MeV

104 eV
mD

2
> 1: (14)
Notice that this expression can be satisfied for anymD by
taking  sufficiently small. mD ’ 104 eV was shown to
be of the appropriate size to explain the current dark
energy.
1. Multiple sterile neutrinos
One can incorporate the masses of the heavier neutrinos
into these theories by the inclusion of additional sterile
states with somewhat larger Dirac masses. However, con-
tinuing with the naturalness arguments, these neutrinos
with larger Dirac masses should have smaller couplings
to the acceleron. As a consequence, their masses are
smaller for the same value of A and may begin to ther-
malize earlier.
Considering for instance the model of Ref. [16], we have
 & 105:5, mD  101:5 eV, and mA  107 eV. The
sterile state can come into thermal equilibrium at T 
70 MeV for e  4.
Once the sterile state can be produced, we must use a
density matrix formalism to describe the dynamics, where
 	  	aa 	as
	sa 	ss
 
: (15)
If 	ss begins to be populated, it contributes to the
effective potential of the acceleron an amount
	ss2T2=24. Hence, even for small values of 	ss, this
can dominate over m2A in the potential, driving A to
smaller values, ultimately allowing all sterile states to
become populated. Therefore, we should ensure that this
cannot happen until after T  5:34 MeV, when ,
-neutrino production freezes out.
There are a number of simple possibilities to achieve
this. First, if mA is tuned at the few percent level, we could
accommodate  104 for mD  101:5, which addresses
the problem. A second possibility is just that both  and
mA are smaller than what saturates the model in [16].
For instance, one could take mD  102 eV,  107,
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mA  109 eV (evaluated at the neutrino mass scale), and
e  1.
Lastly, we note one additional interesting possibility.
Although muons become nonrelativistic much earlier
than BBN, their couplings to the acceleron are far less
constrained and can have a significant effect even at tem-
peratures as low as T  5 MeV. If the muons have a non-
renormalizable coupling 4hlrA=M
, then
 
@V
@A
 2T
4
2
@ImA=T
@A
m2AA
  10
2 MeV4
M

m2AA; (16)
which yields
 
AT  5:34 MeV  106 MeV

107 eV
mA

2

1015 GeV
M


:
(17)
This would prevent the sterile state mixing with  and 
neutrinos from being populated until after ; production
had ceased. The couplings to the electron, however, would
still be essential to prevent the sterile states mixing
strongly with e from thermalizing. Such a model could
arise in extra dimensional scenarios, for instance, where
the acceleron was dominantly localized on the muon brane.
Ultimately, if we are to consider multiple sterile neutri-
nos instead of just one light one, we are forced to consider
as well certain tensions. However, the tensions are not
severe, and straightforward solutions exist.
C. Initial conditions and acceleron dark matter
We have assumed up to this point that the acceleron lies
at the minimum of its potential, but it could have begun
with energy in the form of coherent oscillations. There are
a number of issues we must consider. The first is that of the
usual moduli problem, that the energy in acceleron oscil-
lations not cause early matter domination. This implies
 
1
2
m2AhA2i i

Trec
Ti

3
< 	rec; (18)
where Ti, the temperature where A begins to oscillate, is
defined by the condition mA  HTi, and Ai is the
initial acceleron vev, which we assume can be very large.
Equation (18) then yields the condition
 hA2i i & 1012 GeV2

106 eV
mA

1=2
; (19)
so that for a wide range of Ai, the energy in acceleron
oscillations does not exceed the total energy in dark matter.
A second concern is that prior to BBN, when the neu-
trino scattering and annihilation processes occur at a rate 

which exceeds the oscillation rate of the acceleron about its
minimum, 
 >mA, it is possible that for certain periods of
time we will have mn < T, allowing the sterile states to be
thermalized. Prior to electroweak symmetry breaking, the
Yukawa coupling between the sterile neutrino, active neu-
trino, and Higgs is too small to allow thermalization.
Hence we are only worried about thermalization during
oscillation after electroweak symmetry breaking. Should
this occur, there can be large contributions to the acceleron
effective potential, driving hAi towards smaller values,
allowing complete thermalization to occur.
The amount of time that the oscillating field stays below
A< T for hA2i  hAi2 can be estimated as
 
T
 _A
	 T
mAhA2i1=2
: (20)
The scattering rate is 1022T=MeV5 MeV. Hence,
for an initial vev of 1012 GeV or less, we see that it is
inevitable that there will be many scatters during the period
when the sterile state can be thermalized.
We already have seen that the finite temperature expec-
tation value for A falls like T2, while the amplitude of
oscillations hA2i falls like T3, so this requirement be-
comes more stringent at later times. Once mA > 1, we
can just use the average value of hAi, since there is
insufficient time for the sterile state to thermalize.
Requiring that the amplitude of oscillation is smaller
than the expectation value at Tx when 1  mA gives
us an initial amplitude
 hA2i i<
m4eT
3
i Tx
2
e
36m4AM
2
Pl
’ 10102e

106 eV
mA

23=10
GeV2: (21)
Satisfying this constraint ensures that there is no conflict
from BBN. However, if we additionally want to ensure that
the oscillations do not spoil the initial conditions for neu-
trino dark energy, we must concern ourselves with what
occurs at somewhat later times. After BBN, electrons
become nonrelativistic and quickly lose any significant
contribution to the effective potential. At this point, only
the neutrino contributions to the acceleron potential are
relevant.
If the acceleron can oscillate all the way to zero from this
minimum, then it is possible that the neutrinos hop from
one mass eigenstate to the other when they are degenerate
(i.e., when A  0). This is particularly possible because
the mixing terms go to zero more slowly than the differ-
ence of the diagonal eigenvalues, leading to a particularly
nonadiabatic situation.
At small values for A, the contribution to the potential
from the neutrinos reaches a maximum of T2m2D=24. If
there is less energy in the oscillations at this point than this,
the acceleron will never oscillate to zero. Thus, we have a
limit on the initial amplitude
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 m2DT
2
e
12
>m2AhA2i i

Te
Ti

3
: (22)
Taking Te  me, we find
 hA2i i< 1015

106 eV
mA

1=2

mD
102 eV

2
GeV2: (23)
III. NONSTANDARD MATTER EFFECTS
The lower limit on e indicated in Eq. (10) gives rise to
the possibility of experimentally verifiable signals in neu-
trino oscillation experiments. In [18], it was shown that
these new matter effects for typical earth densities could
overwhelm the traditional Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
effect in earth and give rise to significant signals in neu-
trino oscillation experiments. The new matter effects give
rise to an effective potential
 VA  e
Mpl
	eA 12m
2
AA
2; (24)
where 	e 	 103 g=cm3 is the typical electron density in
earth.
Then the sterile neutrino mass will change in earth as
 mn  A 101 eV e

106 eV
mA

2
: (25)
The requirement that mass eigenstates be populated to
produce dark energy at late times, however, gives a lower
limit on the product e=m2A through Eq. (10).
Combining with Eq. (10), we find a minimal expected
size of matter effects which is
 mn * 10
1 eV: (26)
If the acceleron also couples to baryons, the effect could be
much stronger. Since forces coupling to baryon number do
not violate the equivalence principle as strongly as those
coupling to electron number, the effects from B could be
roughly 50 times larger. We emphasize that the above value
is merely a lower limit on this effect.
Thus one expects matter effects to have significant im-
pact in experiments which may constrain the sterile neu-
trino mass and mixings, for example, LSND [26],
KARMEN [27], and MiniBooNE [28]. It has been show
that such sensitive matter effects can help to reconcile the
LSND result with the Bugey [29], CDHS [30], and
KARMEN experiments, where the combination of limits
from the experiments disfavor 3 1 and 2 2 fits to the
neutrino oscillation data [19]. In addition, such large mat-
ter effects may modify MiniBooNE’s sensitivity when
compared with LSND.
We expect smaller, though perhaps not insignificant,
effects on the mostly active mass eigenstates:
 m  mn m
2
D
mnmn mn ; (27)
where mn is the vacuum sterile neutrino mass.
A. Consequences for future neutrino experiments
We have shown that requiring a set of initial conditions
which satisfy BBN constraints and give the appropriate
initial conditions for dark energy at late time give rise
naturally to nonstandard matter effects of a size which
could be detectable at upcoming experiments.
One interesting possibility, noted elsewhere [18,19], is
that such a matter effect might serve to explain the dis-
crepancy between LSND and the null short-baseline ex-
periments. In particular, because the pathlength at the
Bugey experiment is mostly air, while LSND is mostly
earth, the allowed parameter space for the LSND signal is
significantly widened. This would then allow a signal at
MiniBooNE, even in a region of the parameter space which
is already excluded in the standard 3 1 scenario. Such a
signal might reasonably not agree with the LSND results, if
the intervening material is sufficiently different.
Future short-baseline experiments also hold the possi-
bility to detect this signal. In short-baseline experiments,
the amplitude for oscillation goes as
 1 Pee  sin22sin2m2L=4E ’ m
2
nL2m2D
4E2
 :016

mn
1 eV

2

mD
101 eV

2

L
50 m

2


100 MeV
E

2
; (28)
where the second equality holds in the limit that mD  mn
and L< 4E=m2n. Hence we see that should mn go up in
matter, the effect would be to increase the oscillation
probability into sterile states. An experiment with the
sensitivity of MiniBooNE may detect such an effect with
mD  0:2 eV and mn  1 eV. Alternatively, a two-
detector experiment to search for 13, might perform two
high statistics runs, with different amounts of material
between the neutrino source and the near detector, and
thus place limits on this effect.
IV. SUMMARY
The past decade has been extremely exciting for beyond
the standard model physics, in that we have now found
convincing evidence for neutrino mass and dark energy. A
possible connection between the two requires the introduc-
tion of a singlet neutrino and a new scalar field, and thus
forces us to consider their properties in the early universe.
Couplings of the scalar to electrons with gravitational
strength are to be naturally expected. We have shown such
interactions significantly alter the early universe cosmol-
ogy of the system. In particular, the potential created by
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this coupling generally forces the singlet neutrino to be
sufficiently heavy that it is thermally inaccessible through
BBN, when neutrino scattering and annihilation processes
which can populate the sterile state decouple.
A sufficiently large coupling would naturally lead to
significant effects at terrestrial neutrino experiments, par-
ticularly with regard to the mass of the singlet neutrino.
Such effects change the relative sensitivity of different
experiments depending on the electron density of the me-
dium of neutrino propagation.
The process by which the singlet state is thermally
inaccessibly at early times also leaves the relic neutrinos
in mass eigenstates at late times. This is important as it
provides the proper initial conditions for recently consid-
ered ‘‘hybrid’’ models of neutrino dark energy. Such an
initial condition is generic with these couplings and should
be a motivation to consider new matter effects a natural
prediction of neutrino dark energy theories, possibly de-
tectable at MiniBooNE or a double-CHOOZ style
experiment.
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APPENDIX: STANDARD MODEL MATTER
EFFECTS
The propagation of neutrinos is significantly affected by
the large acceleron vev. However, it also can be modified
due to contributions to the neutrino refractive index from
standard model interactions. With sterile neutrinos, this
can often dominate over bare masses. We shall see that
in the scenario described here, their effects are small.
In particular, we want to compare the presence of an
additional scattering term in the Hamiltonian, Vaa with the
MaVaN term, hAi. Note that one would compare with
h2A2i=2T if the sterile state were relativistic. However,
for our scenario to be successful, it must be heavier than the
temperature, hence it is self-consistent to treat it nonrela-
tivistically here. Furthermore, we should focus only on the
era at which the Hubble rate H <mA, as prior to that, the
sterile neutrino can have a very large mass, set by the
slowly rolling A field.
Numerically, Vaa  1020T=MeV5 MeV, while A
is given by Eq. (9). We see the MaVaN term will dominate
the diagonal terms so long as
 10 7e1=3

106 eV
mA

2=3
MeV  T: (A1)
We see that if Eq. (10) is satisfied, this inequality is only
violated for temperatures above the electroweak breaking
scale, at which point A was slowly rolling and can be
much larger.
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